Prolactin receptor expression in the epithelia and stroma of the rat mammary gland
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Abstract

The importance of prolactin (PRL) in regulating growth and differentiation of the mammary gland is well known. However, it is not well established whether PRL acts solely on the mammary epithelia or if it can also directly affect the mammary stroma. To determine where PRL could exert its effects within the mammary gland, we investigated the levels of expression and the localization of the PRL receptor (PRLR) in the epithelia and stroma of the rat mammary gland at different physiological stages. For these studies, we isolated parenchymal-free ‘cleared’ fat pads and intact mammary glands from virgin, 18-day-pregnant and 6-day-lactating rats. In addition, intact mammary tissues were enzymatically digested to obtain epithelial cells, free of stroma. The mammary tissues, intact gland, stroma and isolated epithelia, were then used for immunocytochemistry, protein extraction and isolation of total RNA. PRLR protein was detected in tissues using specific polyclonal antisera (PRLR-1) by immunocytochemistry and Western blot analysis. Messenger RNA for PRLR was measured by ribonuclease protection assay. Immunocytochemistry and Western blots with the PRLR-1 antisera detected PRLR in wild-type rat and mouse tissues, whereas the receptor protein was absent in tissues from PRLR gene-deficient mice. PRLR was found to be present both in the epithelia and stroma of mammary glands from virgin, pregnant and lactating rats, as determined by immunocytochemistry and Western blotting. Western blots revealed the predominance of three bands migrating at 88, 90 and 92 kDa in each of the rat mammary samples. These represent the long form of the PRLR. During pregnancy and lactation, PRLR protein increased in the epithelial compartment of the mammary gland but did not change within the stromal compartment at any physiological stage examined. We also found PRLR mRNA in both the epithelia and stroma of the mammary gland. Again, the stroma contained lower levels of PRLR mRNA compared with the epithelia at all physiological stages examined. Also, the PRLR mRNA levels within the stroma did not change significantly during pregnancy or lactation, whereas PRLR mRNA within the epithelium increased twofold during pregnancy and fourfold during lactation when compared with virgin rats. We conclude from this study that PRLR is expressed both in the stromal and epithelial compartment of the mammary gland. This finding suggests PRL may have a direct effect on the mammary stroma and by that route affect mammary gland development.

Introduction

Prolactin (PRL) is a polypeptide hormone produced mainly in the pituitary but is also synthesized by peripheral tissues. A recent review (Bole-Feyset al. 1998) cites more than 300 separate functions in vertebrates which are attributable to PRL. Of these actions, PRL is probably best known for its role in mammary gland development and lactation. PRL exerts its actions by binding to a single-pass transmembrane receptor (PRLR) belonging to the class-1 cytokine receptor superfamily (Bole-Feyset al. 1998). Although PRLRs have been identified in a variety of species (Bole-Feyset al. 1998), the rat (r) PRLR is probably the best characterized. The rPRLR exists in three isoforms (short, intermediate and long) that result from alternative splicing of a primary transcript. These isoforms differ in length and composition of their cytoplasmic domains but their extracellular hormone binding domains are identical (Goffin & Kelly 1997). The intermediate form of the rPRLR has only been found in the Nb2 lymphoma cell line, whereas the long and short isoforms are expressed in normal tissues (Goffin & Kelly 1997). Previous studies revealed the ubiquitous expression of both the long and short isoforms of the PRLR in the rat (Goffin et al. 1999). However, expression ratio of the long and short isoforms is dependent on tissue type and
physiological state of the animal, with PRLR long form being predominant in most tissues (Nagano & Kelly 1994).

It is well established that many hormones, including growth hormone (GH), estrogen, progesterone and PRL, are necessary for the growth and differentiation of the mammary gland (Lyons et al. 1958, Forsyth 1989, Rillema 1994). The early studies of Lyons et al. (1958) and Nandi (1958) established the importance of the sequential hormone effects in mammary gland development. Briefly, estrogen and GH are essential for mammary duct development, progesterone caused ductal side branching and alveolar development required the presence of PRL. The main emphasis in the effort of elucidating the role hormones play in regulating mammary development has been on how hormones affect the epithelial cells. However, increasing evidence now supports the notion that besides its role as a support matrix, the mammary fat pad is also a source of lipids, growth factors and extracellular matrix factors, and that the stromal–epithelial interaction is critically important for epithelial growth and morphogenesis. Therefore, hormones that regulate mammary gland growth and differentiation could be exerting their effects on the epithelia and/or the stroma (Howey et al. 1999). For example, receptors for GH (Lincoln et al. 1995, Mertani et al. 1998, Ilkbahar et al. 1999), estrogen (Fendrick et al. 1998) and progestins (Shyamala 1999) have been localized in both the epithelial and stromal components of the mammary gland, suggesting that these hormones may be acting directly and/or indirectly in the mammary gland. It has not been determined whether PRL could be exerting some of its complex effects in the mammary gland via the regulation of stromal factors. However, recent studies (Ling et al. 2000, Freemark et al. 2001) that reveal the expression of PRL receptor in mouse adipose tissue may support this hypothesis.

As a first step in addressing this question, we set out to determine if the PRLR could be detected both in epithelial and stromal components of the rat mammary gland. For these studies, mammary tissues from three physiological stages were used, and the detection of the PRLR protein was carried out with immunocytochemistry and Western blot analysis using a specific PRLR antiserum. In addition, the mRNA levels for the PRLR were measured in mammary epithelial and stromal samples obtained from identical physiological stages using a ribonuclease protection assay.

Materials and Methods

Animals and experimental design

Timed pregnant (day plug found= day 0 of pregnancy) and age-matched virgin Sprague-Dawley rats were purchased from Simonsen Laboratories (Gilroy, CA, USA). All the rats were kept in a temperature-controlled (18–25 °C) vivarium, with lights on between 0600 h and 2000 h; food and water were available ad libitum. All protocols for the care and use of animals in this study were approved by the Chancellor’s Animal Research Committee of the University of California, Santa Cruz.

Young virgin rats at three weeks of age were anesthetized by a single intra-peritoneal injection of a mixture of ketamine (Aveco Co., Inc., Fort Dodge, IA, USA) and xylazine (Mobay Co., Shawnee, KS, USA) at a dose of 30 mg ketamine:6 mg xylazine/kg body weight. Using the methods of DeOme et al. (1959), the fourth pair of mammary glands was cleared of the epithelial rudiments by cauterization. This procedure has been successfully performed in our laboratory previously (Ilkbahar et al. 1999). All other pairs of mammary glands were left intact. At 8 weeks of age, some of the rats were mated, and the remaining animals were maintained as virgins until death. Of the mated animals, some were killed on day 18 of gestation while the remaining mated rats were kept until after parturition. Parous rats were allowed to nurse pups until they were killed on the sixth day of lactation. Intact mammary tissues (the second and third pairs) and epithelia-free fat pads (the fourth pair) were collected. Cleared fat pads and intact glands were used for histological preparations and the remaining tissue frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80 °C for later use in Western blots or ribonuclease protection assays (RPAs). Hematoxylin and eosin stained histological preparations of the cleared fat pads were inspected to ensure no epithelial ingrowths had occurred. Some of the intact glands were immediately prepared for enzymatic digestion to isolate stroma-free epithelial cells. Isolated epithelium were then immediately frozen at −80 °C for later use in Western blots or RPAs (see Fig. 1).

Anti-PRLR antiserum production

A synthetic peptide corresponding to amino acids 29–46 (PRLR-1 peptide) of the rPRLR and mouse (m) PRLR (Kelly et al. 1993) was synthesized. This peptide was then used for the preparation of polyclonal antisera (PRLR-1). Both the synthesis of the peptide and the generation of the antisera were carried out by Bio-Synthesis, Inc. (Lewisville, TX, USA) according to their First Class procedure, using rabbits for the generation of the antisera. The antisera used for detection of the growth hormone receptor, GHR-2, was generated in our laboratory and has been characterized previously (Camarillo et al. 1998). This antisera recognizes both the mouse and rat growth hormone receptor.

Immunocytochemistry

Paraffin-embedded sections of 4% paraformaldehyde-fixed intact mammary glands and epithelia-free fat pads were immunostained with PRLR-1 using the Vectastain ABC
A schematic representation of the experimental procedure used for these studies. See Materials and Methods for a more detailed description.

Kit (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA, USA). Briefly, paraffin-embedded tissues were sectioned to 5 µm and after rehydration, the sections were treated with 0.2% glycine in PBS for 10 min to block aldehyde groups, followed by treatment with 0.3% H₂O₂ in methanol for 30 min to block endogenous peroxidases. Nonspecific protein binding was blocked by incubating the sections first with 2% dried milk for 30 min and then with 5% goat serum in PBS for 3 h. PRLR-1 antiserum was diluted 1:500 in PBS and then added onto the tissue sections for overnight incubation at 22 °C. Biotinylated secondary antibody (goat anti-rabbit) was diluted to 0.1% in PBS containing 1% diaminobenzidine and 0.02% H₂O₂ in methanol for 30 min at 22 °C. After washing, these mammary sections were incubated with normal rabbit serum (1:500) that replaced the primary antiserum, and sections prepared from intact mammary glands of PRLR gene-deficient mice (PRLR−/− mice) immunostained with the PRLR-1 antisera. Each of the controls was subjected to a protocol identical to that used on sections immunostained for PRLR, as described above.

Isolation of mammary epithelial cells

Intact mammary glands freshly dissected from 18-day-pregnant and 6-day-lactating animals (3 glands for each preparation) were minced with a razor blade and then incubated at 37 °C with gentle shaking for 1 h in Hank’s balanced salt solution (HBSS) containing 0.004% DNAse and 0.1% collagenase. Three batches of isolated epithelial cells from each physiological state were prepared. After the dissociation was complete, the cell suspension was fractionated on a 38% continuous Percoll gradient. The epithelial cells were washed extensively in HBSS and any endothelial contaminants were removed by sedimentation. The purity of the resulting epithelial cell population was verified by microscopic inspection. The cells were frozen on dry ice and stored at −80 °C until RNA or protein isolation.

Tissue collections

For the PRLR RPA and Western blot the epithelia-free fat pads from virgin, 18-day-pregnant, 6-day-lactating rats (4 pooled samples of 3–4 glands per animal group) and intact mammary glands from the same animal groups (4 pooled samples of 1–3 glands per animal group) were isolated. In addition, mammary glands and livers were collected from wild-type (PRLR+/+ mice) and PRLR gene-deficient mice (PRLR−/− mice). These tissues were used as PRLR-positive and PRLR-negative controls, respectively, in Western blotting and immunocytochemistry. All tissues were washed in 0.9% saline, immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80 °C until RNA or protein preparations.

PRLR protein analysis

Microsomal membranes were prepared from all liver and mammary tissue samples (intact mammary glands, isolated epithelial cells and epithelial free fat pads) as described previously (Camarillo et al. 1998). Briefly, tissues were homogenized on ice, in 4 times (w/v) homogenization buffer (300 mM sucrose, 50 mM HEPES with protease inhibitors, pH 8.0) using a Polytron homogenizer. The homogenates were centrifuged at 20 000 g for 30 min. The resulting supernatant was centrifuged at 100 000 g for 1 h to pellet microsomal membrane fractions. The pellets were then washed in a buffer consisting of 50 mM HEPES, 10 mM EDTA, and protease inhibitors (pH 7.5) and recentrifuged. Membrane proteins were solubilized by vigorous agitation of the pellets in solubilization buffer.
(10 mM EDTA, 150 mM NaCl, and 2% Triton X-100, pH 7.5). An aliquot of each membrane preparation was assayed for total protein using the bicinchoninic acid (BCA) protein assay kit (Pierce, Rockford, IL, USA). Samples were then stored at −80 °C for later use for Western blots.

Western blots
Solubilized membrane proteins from rat or mouse tissues (60 µg protein/lane for each mammary sample; 30 µg protein/lane for each liver sample) were separated on a 10% SDS-polyacrylamide gel under reducing conditions and transferred to polyvinylidenedifluoride (PVDF) membranes (Millipore, Bedford, MA, USA). Prestained standards (Bio-rad, Hercules, CA, USA) were used as molecular weight markers. The membranes were incubated with PRLR-1 antisera (diluted 1:1500) or GHR-2 antisera (diluted 1:8000) for 2 h, followed by 30-min incubation with goat-anti-rabbit immunoglobulinG (IgG) horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugate (Pierce, Rockford, IL, USA) diluted 1:50 000. The PRLR and GHR bands were detected using enhanced chemiluminescence reagents and hyperfilm (Amersham, Piscataway, NJ, USA) exposure. Control membranes, containing identical protein samples were subjected to the same protocol except that the PRLR-1 antisera were preincubated with PRLR-1 peptide (10 µg/ml).

Ribonuclease protection assay
Total RNA was extracted from intact glands, epithelia-free fat pads, and isolated epithelial cell samples obtained from nonpregnant, pregnant and lactating rats (n = 3 for each group). RNA was isolated by the single-step guanidinium isothiocyanate-phenol-chloroform extraction method (Chomczynski & Sacchi 1987). The integrity of the extracted RNA was confirmed by gel electrophoresis. RNA concentrations were determined by spectrophotometry.

An antisense RNA probe capable of differentiating between the long and short forms of the PRLR mRNA was generated as follows. PCR was used to amplify a fragment corresponding to nucleotides 640 to 892 of rPRLR long form cDNA. This region contains 201 nucleotides common to both the long and the short forms of the rPRLR mRNAs, and 51 nucleotides that are specific to the long form. Therefore, in the RPA, this probe protects a 201 nucleotide fragment of the mRNA for the PRLR short form and a 252 nucleotide fragment of the mRNA for the PRLR long form. The PCR product was ligated into pGEM-Teasy plasmid (Promega, Madison, WI, USA) and sequenced to confirm identity and orientation. In addition, a cyclophilin RNA probe, protecting a 103 nucleotide fragment of the rat cyclophilin mRNA was used as an internal control. The template to make the cyclophilin RNA probe was purchased from Ambion (Austin, TX, USA). Each probe was transcribed from its linearized plasmid template using T7 RNA polymerase and [32P]UTP (MaxiScript kit, Ambion) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Gel-purified probes were used in RPAs (Hybspeed kit, Ambion) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. For the assay, 15 µg total RNA per reaction were used from intact and isolated epithelial cell samples and 30 µg total RNA per reaction were used for stromal samples. In addition, a set of control reactions was performed in which the mRNA probes for PRLR and cyclophilin were incubated with yeast RNA in either the absence or presence of RNase. Each specific full-length probe remained intact in the absence of RNase and was completely digested when RNase was present. Signal intensities of bands corresponding to PRLR and cyclophilin mRNAs were quantitated by phosphor-imaging. The RPA values for PRLR mRNA was normalized to the amount of the rat cyclophilin mRNA. The resulting data were analyzed by ANOVA followed by Fisher’s protected least difference test. Difference between groups was considered significant when a P value of <0.05 was obtained.

Results
Immunolocalization of PRLR in the rat mammary gland
Specific staining for PRLR was observed in both the mammary stroma and epithelia of intact glands from all developmental stages analyzed (Fig. 2D-F). Epithelial PRLR was associated mainly with the cytosol and nucleus in mammary cells of virgin rats. In late pregnant rats, epithelial PRLR localization was more perinuclear and cell membrane associated. In contrast, PRLR immunostaining was strong within the cytosol of the epithelia from lactating rats (Fig. 2F). Also of interest is the staining of both apical and basal epithelial cell membranes during pregnancy (Fig. 2E).

Figure 2 (opposite) Photomicrographs showing immunocytochemical localization of PRLR within the mammary gland during three stages of development. Control mammary glands, where the primary antiserum was pre-incubated with PRLR-1 control peptide, are shown for intact glands and fat pads of virgin rats (intact gland, A; fat pad, G), 18-day-pregnant rats (intact gland, B; fat pad, H) and 6-day-lactating rats (intact gland, D; fat pad, J). 18-day-pregnant rats (intact gland, E; fat pad, K) and 6-day-lactating rats (intact gland, F; fat pad, L). Scale bars represent 10 µm. The arrow in section E indicates the perinuclear and cell membrane localization of PRLR in adjacent epithelial cells of 18-day-pregnant rats. The arrow in section F indicates the cytosolic localization of PRLR in adjacent epithelial cells of 6-day-lactating rats.
Specific staining for PRLR was also observed in epithelia-free fat pads from all three developmental states (Fig. 2J-L). Regardless of physiological stage, PRLR staining patterns and intensity were similar in fat pads. This PRLR localization in fat pads was nuclear, cytoplasmic and membrane associated. The PRLR immunostaining pattern, intensity and localization detected in epithelia-free fat pads were also seen in stroma of intact glands. Overall, staining in the periductal stroma was not as consistent or intense as staining in adipocytes of fat pads or intact glands. Preincubation of PRLR-1 antisera with PRLR-1 peptide completely blocked specific PRLR immunostaining in intact mammary glands and epithelia-free fat pads from virgin rats (intact gland, fat pads; Fig. 2A,G), 18-day-pregnant rats (Fig. 2B,H) and 6-day-lactating animals (Fig. 2C,I). Replacement of primary antisera with normal rabbit serum also completely blocked specific PRLR immunostaining in virgin, late pregnant and lactating glands, as well as in epithelia-free fat pads (data not shown). Furthermore, when mammary glands of PRLR gene-deficient mice (PRLR<sup>−/−</sup> mice) were incubated with PRLR-1 antisera, no specific staining for PRLR was detectable in the epithelial or stromal cells (data not shown).

**PRLR protein distribution**

To confirm our histological data, solubilized membrane proteins of intact glands, isolated epithelia and cleared fat pads from three physiological stages were analyzed for PRLR by Western blot with the PRLR-1 antisera. Antisera specificity is shown in Fig. 3A where membrane solubilized liver (LIVER) and mammary gland (MMG) proteins from wild-type mice (PRLR<sup>+/+</sup> mice) or PRLR gene-deficient mice (PRLR<sup>−/−</sup> mice) were probed with PRLR-1. The immunoblot revealed a predominant protein band of 92 kilodaltons (kDa) in mammary gland and liver samples from wild-type mice (Fig. 3A, upper panel, +/+MMG and +/+LIVER). These results are consistent with previously published studies that detected mouse PRLR long form (mPRLR<sub>L</sub>) (Ling et al. 2000). The 92 kDa protein was not detected in mammary gland and liver samples from PRLR gene-deficient mice (Fig. 3A, upper panel, −/−MMG and −/−LIVER). As an additional control, the membrane shown in the upper panel of Fig. 3A was stripped and re-probed with GHR-2, an antibody specific for mouse and rat GHR (Camarillo et al. 1998). In this blot, a predominant band was seen at approximately 100 kDa, which corresponds to the molecular weight of the mouse growth hormone receptor (mGHR) (Smith et al. 1988). Figure 3B shows an immunoblot in which proteins from intact glands, isolated epithelia and cleared fat pads of virgin, pregnant and lactating rats were probed with PRLR-1 antisera. The rat (r) PRLR<sub>L</sub> was predominant in all mammary tissues, as shown by the detection of three
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major bands migrating at 88, 90 and 92 kDa in all tissue samples. These bands are also comparable in size to the expected molecular weight of rPRLR$_L$ (Boutin et al. 1988, Guillaumot & Cohen 1994). Bands corresponding to the short form of the PRLR (PRLR$_S$) were undetectable in all samples. The blots shown (Fig. 3A,B) are representative of three separate experiments.

Overall, the results from the Western blots and the immunocytochemistry were in close agreement. As anticipated, analysis of intact mammary glands by Western blotting shows an increase in PRLR$_L$ levels during pregnancy and lactation as compared with the gland from virgin rats. However, when the epithelial and stromal components were evaluated separately, some novel and interesting results were obtained. First, significant levels of PRLR$_L$ were present in all epithelia-free fat pads analyzed. PRLR$_L$ levels of the fat pads did not appear to differ between the different physiological stages. Secondly, the stroma appeared to contain lower PRLR$_L$ levels as compared with the epithelia, and this was seen at all physiological stages studied. Consequently, the increase in PRLR$_L$ levels in intact mammary glands of pregnant and lactating animals resulted from an increase in PRLR$_L$ expression occurring within the epithelial component of the gland. Preincubation of PRLR-1 antiserum with PRLR-1 peptide completely blocked specific PRLR detection in intact mammary gland samples from 18-day-pregnant and 6-day-lactating rats (data not shown).

PRLR mRNA

We also measured PRLR mRNA levels in intact glands, epithelium-free fat pads and isolated epithelia obtained from nonpregnant, pregnant and lactating rats by RPA that distinguished between long and short forms of the PRLR mRNA (Fig. 4A; described in Materials and Methods). Rat cyclophilin mRNA levels were used as an internal control in the assay. Figure 4B is a representative result of three separate experiments ($n=3$ for each sample). Two major bands were obtained in each sample assayed. These bands are the long form of the PRLR mRNA (252 nucleotides protected) and the cyclophilin mRNA (103 nucleotides protected). Bands corresponding to the short form PRLR mRNA (201 nucleotides protected) were undetectable in all samples. This predominance of the PRLR$_L$ mRNA form in all the mammary tissues agrees closely with what was seen at the protein level using Western blotting.

When the results from the RPA were quantified, it was apparent that the other analyses used to assess the PRLR levels, i.e. immunocytochemistry and Western blotting, are in close agreement with the RPA data (Fig. 4C). Specifically, PRLR$_L$ mRNA was present in both the mammary epithelia and stroma of virgin, 18-day-pregnant, and 6-day-lactating rat mammary glands. The PRLR$_L$ mRNA of the intact gland increased twofold and fourfold, respectively, during pregnancy and lactation as compared with virgin animals. In addition, a comparison of epithelia versus stroma content of the PRLR mRNA further corroborated this close correlation between all the analyses of PRLR expression used in this study, as significant levels of PRLR$_L$ mRNA were detected in all epithelia-free fat pads. Furthermore, the levels of stromal PRLR$_L$ mRNA did not differ in mammary tissues from the three physiological stages and they were always lower than those in the epithelial tissues, regardless of physiological stage. Also, epithelial PRLR$_L$ mRNA increased twofold during pregnancy and fourfold during lactation as compared with virgin rats.

Discussion

It is known that PRL affects both growth and differentiation of the mammary gland (Horsemann 1999). However, it is not well understood how PRL exerts its effects in the mammary gland. For example, although the presence of the PRLR in the mammary epithelia is well established (Sakai et al. 1978, Bole-Feyso et al. 1998), there have been contradictory reports concerning the expression of PRLR in the mammary stroma (Bera et al. 1994, Reynolds et al. 1997). We report here a thorough study on the localization and quantitation of the PRLR in both the mammary stroma and the epithelia at three different developmental stages. Using immunocytochemistry, PRLR was localized in cleared fat pads and the epithelia and the stroma of intact glands. This PRLR localization was seen at all the physiological states investigated. Of particular interest was a shift that occurred in epithelial PRLR localization, from the cell membrane and perinuclear area during pregnancy to a predominantly cytosolic localization during lactation. This may imply a change in the mechanism of action of PRL as the epithelial cells progress from a state of proliferation to the stage of fully differentiated, lactating cells. Also noteworthy is the presence of PRLRs on both the apical and basal epithelial cell membranes during pregnancy. This pattern of mammary epithelial PRLR localization has been reported by others (Reynolds et al. 1997). The origin of the apical PRLR is not known. It could be from intracellular stores specifically targeted to the apical membrane, or from recycling of receptors from the basal membranes, as has been suggested by Kelly and Rozakis-Adcock (1991). In either case, the presence of PRLRs at the apical membrane suggests these receptors could be involved in autocrine/paracrine mechanisms of locally synthesized PRL (Ben–Jonathan et al. 1996).

Western blot analysis revealed the predominance of the PRLR$_L$ in all the mammary tissues, migrating as three major bands of 88, 90 and 92 kDa. These results are in agreement with previous studies on the rat liver and the
intact mammary gland (Boutin et al. 1988, Guillaumot & Cohen 1994). In some samples of the isolated epithelial cells and of intact mammary glands, additional, lower molecular weight bands were observed. These were particularly prevalent in samples from tissues with very high levels of the PRLR. Therefore, we predict that these lower molecular weight bands resulted from a faster rate of receptor degradation under conditions of increased PRLR expression. Confirming the results from the immunocytochemistry, PRLRs were detected in both mammary epithelia and stroma, with PRLR levels higher in the epithelia at all physiological stages studied. Furthermore, epithelial PRLR_L levels increased while stromal PRLR_L remained constant, indicating that most if not all the increase in PRLR expression seen in the mammary gland during pregnancy and lactation takes place in the epithelia. It should also be pointed out that the PRLR_L was found to be present as three major isoforms, probably representing different levels of glycosylation of the receptor (Kelly & Rozakis-Adcock 1991, Bolander 1999). The significance of these different isoforms of the PRLR_L is, at present, not understood.

Assessment of the PRLR mRNA confirmed the results obtained with the PRLR protein and show that the PRLR mRNA is present in both the mammary epithelia and the stroma. As anticipated, PRLR_L mRNA levels were higher in epithelia than in stroma at all stages examined. Also, epithelial PRLR_L mRNA increased significantly during pregnancy and further during lactation, while stromal PRLR_L mRNA levels remained constant. Taken together, our data clearly establish the presence of PRLR in both the epithelia and the stroma of the mammary gland. We also showed that most of the increase in PRLR expression seen as the mammary gland progresses from the virgin to the lactating stage is caused by the increased expression in the epithelia, not in the stroma.

The identification of hormone receptors in both mammary epithelia and stroma indicates a more complex regulatory mechanism of PRL in the mammary gland, as the hormone is probably acting on both these compartments of the mammary gland. Recent work with gene knockout mouse models has begun to elucidate the significance of receptors found in each mammary gland component. For example, Cunha and colleagues (1997)
used tissue recombination techniques of normal tissues and tissues from estrogen receptor (ER) knockout mice to demonstrate that expression of the ER in the mammary stroma, not epithelia, is essential for mammary ductal elongation. Using similar methods, Brisken et al. (1998) recombined normal tissues with progesterone receptor (PR) knockout tissues to reveal that PR in the epithelia, not the stroma, is required for ductal side branching and alveolar development to occur. At the present time, the importance of stromal PRLRs is unclear. However, circumstantial evidence supports a role for stromal PRLR in regulating mammary gland development. In a recent report, mammary development was monitored after epithelia from PRLR knockout mice were transplanted into fat pads of wild-type mice. Interestingly, the ductal branching and terminal end bud progression was normal in the PRLR knockout epithelia growing in wild-type stroma whereas ductal branching and end bud progression was impaired in the PRLR knockout mice (Brisken et al. 1999). The investigators proposed that this impairment in mammary gland development in the PRLR knockout animals was caused by insufficient synthesis of progesterone as PRL is a known stimulator of progesterone synthesis (Galosy & Talamantes 1995). However, based on the results we present here, we can now speculate that PRL is acting directly on the mammary stroma to facilitate ductal branching and end bud progression. Overall, studies using knockout animals have begun to define more precise roles for hormones and show that knockout models are a valuable resource for the study of mammary development.

It is tempting here to speculate how PRL might be acting on the stroma to regulate epithelial development. The possibilities are numerous. For example, PRL is known to regulate the expression of lipoprotein lipase (LPL) in the mammary gland and could thereby affect mammary gland development (Zinder et al. 1974, Hang & Rillema 1997). The activity of LPL in the mammary gland, an enzyme important in fatty acid metabolism, rises during pregnancy and lactation (Zinder et al. 1974, Jensen et al. 1994). Studies have revealed high concentrations of LPL within mammary stromal adipocytes (Jensen et al. 1991), the presumed site of LPL synthesis. Our data support this hypothesis and provide a direct mechanistic link between PRL action in the stroma and LPL production there. PRL could also be affecting mammary gland development by directly stimulating leptin synthesis in the stroma, as leptin mRNA has been detected in mammary tissue (Aoki et al. 1999) and PRL has been shown to stimulate leptin secretion in adipose tissue in rats (Gualillo et al. 1999). Therefore, it is likely that PRL stimulates leptin production in the mammary stroma. This could be very significant for stromal–epithelial cell interactions, as leptin receptors have been localized to mammary epithelia (Laud et al. 1999). As mentioned above, the ER in the mammary stroma is essential for normal mammary gland development. As PRL is an important regulator of the ER in the mammary gland (Muldoon 1987), the stromal PRLR may be directly involved in maintaining ER synthesis in the mammary stroma, thus providing an important link between estrogen activity in the stroma and mammary gland development.

Each of these studies provides strong evidence for the direct action of PRL at the mammary stroma. A recent study by Gallego et al. (2001) evaluates signal transducer and activator of transcription 5 (Stat 5) activation by PRL, GH and epidermal growth factor in the mammary stromal and epithelial compartments. This study uses multiple knockout models and demonstrates that PRL activates Stat 5 only in the epithelium. Therefore, PRL is probably using alternative signaling molecules in the stroma, given that PRL can activate a variety of signaling pathways (Freeman et al. 2000).

The stroma is the site of synthesis of a number of growth factors, such as hepatocyte growth factor, epidermal growth factor, keratinocyte growth factor, heregulin and insulin-like growth factors–I and –II. (Hovey et al. 1999). All these growth factors are known to regulate mammary gland development (Horsemann 1999). It is not known, at present, if PRL regulates any of these growth factors directly or indirectly, but this is possible, considering the widespread effects PRL has on mammary gland growth and differentiation.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated here, for the first time, that the PRLR is expressed both in the epithelia and the stroma of the rat mammary gland. We have also shown that while the expression of PRLR in the mammary epithelia increased significantly as the mammary gland progressed from virgin to lactating stage, the PRLR in the stroma remained constant. This study provides the first evidence supporting a direct role for PRL in both the epithelia and the stroma of the mammary gland. At this time, we do not know the significance of PRLR expression in the mammary stroma. However, we have suggested several routes by which PRL may affect mammary development by acting through its stromal receptor.
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